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The circumferential static pressure distributions around a circular cylinder with

tangential blowing vere calculated by using the rnOdified ParkinsOn‐ Jandali'S method,

extended to an asymmetrical flow lt was c6nfirmed that the distributions calculated

by the present method were、 ven consistent with the experilnental resdts except fOr

the neiFFhbOurhood of the separation points.

Introduction

It is one of the very important and basic problems in practice to estimate an aerodynamic

force acting on a bluff body immersed in a uniforni flow.正 )iffering frona the case of a stream‐

hned body,the flow past a bluff body is always accompanied with the flow separations and

a broad wake region caused by its rear shape of the body.「 Γhe theoretical calculation of the

flow around a bluff body at the high Reynolds number has been mostly carried out based on

the free streamline theoFem fOr an inviscid fluid.

Though many■ ow models have been considered up to date,there are no theories which can

predict or describe aH of the characteristics of the flo、 v around such a body because of the

complexity of the wake dynamics,the viscous effect,and so on.

Nowadays the static pressure distribution and a drag coeffictent can be calculated fairly

well for a sttmetrical fiow by the free streamline theorenl,though of course the separation

points and the base pressure (asstlmed constant over the separated region)obtained

empiricany have to be pFeSCribed. These calculations are made for the flows past

symmetrical bodies with respect to the incident streamline,c.g。 ,for those past a nat plate,

a9o° 、vedge,a circular cyHnder,an eniptical cyhnder,and so on,1】
2)As far as the authors know,

however,there are few examples applying the free streamline theoreni to the asttmetrical

flow.

In this report the authors described the calculation method which was the extended

Parkinson―Jandalitt methodl)and could be applied to the asymmetrical flow such as the fiow

past a circular cylnder with tangential blo、 ving in a unifor■ l flow.The calculated pressure
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distributions are compared with the experimental results.And it was confirmed that both

distributions by the theory and experiment fairly wen agreed with each other except for the

neighbourhood of the separation points.

2  Main nomenclatures

Cp=pressure coefficient.

Cpb=base prttsure coefficient.

C′ =(momentum Of the iet per unit span)/〔 (1/2)脇 U∞
2D〕

.

D = diameter of the circular cylinder.

Re=Reynol偽 nurnber(=U∞ D/ν ).

U∞ =velocity of the unifon■ flow.

θ  = angle measured clockwise froni the leading cdge of the cyHnder.

ら =angdar 10cation of the siot.

9tt&仇 =angular 10cations of the separation points on the upper and lower surfaces of the

cylinder,respectively.

ν = kinematic viscosity coefficient.

3  Theory

The calculation method of a static pressure distribution,described in this report,is based

on the ParkinsOn― Jandalitt method which is apphcable to a t、 vo― diFnenSional,incornpressible

potential flow external to a sy■ ■netrical bluff body and its wake. 1lere, the Parkinson

―JandaHtt method is extended to an asyHlィ netrical flow past a circular cyhnder with

tangential blowing.

Fig。 l shOws basic and physical planes,that is,the T― plane and theチーplane,respectively.

Any point in the T― plane,T=ズ 十テZ(ゲ iS imaginary unit),is transformed to the point,テ =
χ+″, in the才―plane by the transformation,

チ=/(Tl=2'(T― cot δ-7呉扇下

where γ and δ are the angles between the incident flow and theズ ーaXis and between the

stagnation point and the χ―axis in the T― plane,respectively。「rhen,the colnplete circle,ASI

B£4,of which the center is at the origin is conformally mapped to a circular atc slit,4<L′ B′

£
′
4ア ,in theサ plane by Eq.(1).ThiS circular arc slit mapped from the cirde is not symmetrical

but asymmetrical with respect to the χ―axis,The stagnation points SI and a in the T_plane

are rnapped to the separation points SI′ and S2′ in the r― plane,respectively and the stagnation

streamlines at SI and S are transformed to the tangential separation streamlines at SI′ and

S2ア .

Now,conSider the two― diィnensional, incompressible,potential steady flo、 v past a circular

cyHnder immersed in a uniforln flow inclined by the angle γ with respect to the χ―axis. The
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Basic and physical planes.

U∞

complex poteliialレ ;rT9 0f thiS f10w is expressed as follows;

71(TX=仇 (飽
~"十ダ9f/1●……………………………………………9),

where ιtt and tt are the velocity of the unifornl flow and the radius of the circular cyHnder,

respectively.In addition to this,consider(1)tWO SOurces of different strength 2(光  and 202

at Symmetrical angular locations c and― ε on the circumference of the circle,respectively,

(2)a sink of strength r01+〔 ち, at the Origln, and (3)a ctrCulation of strength r around the

circle(see Fig。 1).

Then the total complex potential 'レ 距砂 of the asy町 llnetrical flow with a broad wake region

in the T― plane is expressed as follows,

摩(分 =9ま 飽 '十ギ
?り+學拡 T― R9り +?どЖ T― Rゼ

た
)

_(01+a)′η″1/.チ′%″'………………………⑪・

Substituting Rι lβ for T in Eq.(3)after differentiation,the absolute velocity l″ rF9 1。n the

circumference of the circle in the T― plane is given by

lω (pl=2眺 sin(β―,十1≒              十;}………(4)
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I     Where β is the angle in the T― plane(see Fig.1)

I      HenCe,ol and 02in Eq.(4)are determined from Eq。 (4)by setting l″ 徊,|=O atβ =±
I         

δ on the circumference of the circle,because Sl and s are stagnation points.  Substituting

these values thus obtained for ol and 02 in Eq.(4)again gives, some modifications, the

i        absolute ve10city in the T― plane,

lω 例 =熙 瑠 論 阻 徹爪β一狩+dn/1cose c∝ dll■
嘉 ]… … …⑤

Therefore the absolute velocity l″砲)l on the circular arc slit in theサ plane is obtained from

Eqs,(1)and(5)as fonows;

禦 =お 學

=ユう詫鬼産考き摯雪浸k謡予空12仇(sin(β―γ)十 sin γ(cose― cos)}

+詢 … … … … … … … … … … …o

Here,the radius R is taken tO be R=′ /S力 lδ l and the separation velocity κ at the

separation point is lelated to the base pressure coefficient〔 ちb Obtained empirically by

κ=(1-Cpう > ・……………………………r,… ………………………………………17)

Substttuting these F and′ ζ in Eq.(6),the abSOlute velocity l″ p,l in theサーplane is given

by

鰐 裂 =ユ瑶 総 鶴 器 汗
堂 と陣訳作 〕■sh μ∝"並

逃
場

嬰 里 卜・・・l働

The angular location of each source on the circumference is related toス 「, δ and γ by・

cos(± c)=ズ
Tsin2δ sin γ

[盈os ttsin2δ 偽�(δ tt γ)平
塁』墨

妥
挙墾上月… …191

(カタう力 Sをη力 肋ιS解″ιι θttθγ)

I         Then the presstlre distribution along the circular arc sht SIz4ア (売
′
is expressed by

C´=1(禦 F… … … … …… … … … … …… … …∵…硼

Here,the angles β in the T―plane and θ in theサーplane are related to each other as fomO、 vs,

sin(π ―θ)=sin(β―γ)cos δ

+1_2cosδ
cosβ +cOS2δ (sin γ-2cosδ cosβ si n γ+cosδ sin(β 十/)}・ …1)
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On the other hand,the angles δ and γ in the T―plane are related tO the upper and iower

separation points which are empirically deterHlined On the circular cylinder,that is,

and γ=売上_弼0………………………⑫

Consequently the pressure distribution along the circular arc slt SIア ッ4(乳
′
in theサーplane can

be calculated by using the present equations,Eqs  (7)tO (12),if the three ernpirical values

Of先,θl and Cちb are prescribed.

4  Experi】mental apparatus and method

The meastArement of the circumferential static pressure distribution Of the model cylinder

was made with the same apparatus as repOrted before3).

Fig.2 sho、vs a crOss section of the model cylinder.  The cylinder with an Outer diameter

of loo夕″ιタタ,IS h01low and is inscribed by a smaH circular cyHnder、 vith a diameter of 25夕″2夕%.

The hdght of the slot is constant,o.55タ タタタ″,,aCross the whole span and the outer surface of

the cylinder is chromium― plated.  The cylinder can be revolved about its axis to give a

desired angular 10cation of the slot島 .  The Cylinder has 55 Static pressure hOles at the mid

―span,which are circumferentiaHy distributed.

Fig。 3 sho、 vs the test section of the wind tunnel.  The cylinder is mounted at the center of

the test section and passes through two partition、vans made of a transparent acrylic― resin

plate of lo%聡夕% thick and the tunnel side― wans.

The experirnent、 vas carried out by varying C/from o to O,3 at the fixed values of the

aspect ratio of the cylinder Of eight and at the slot locations tt of 50° and 9ol  ln the case

Of曳 ==50° ,the experiment、vas made at the constant Reynolds number of 2.1× 105。 nly and

in the case of島 ==90° ,the Reyn01ds numbers of the experiment、 vere l.4× 105 and 2.l X 101

.   151Xl

I
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―
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〓

Fig.2 Cross section of the model cylnder. Fig.3 Test sectiom Of the wind tunnel.
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5  Calculated results and discussion

Fig. 4 shows the typical examples of the calculated results of the circumferential static

presstlre distributions of the cyhnder for a sylnmetrical(C,=o)and an asコ mmetrical(Cμ >

0)fiows with respect to the χ―axis.  This figure includes also the calculated distributions

obtained froni the Dunhamtt equation together with the experilnental results.

When Cμ =o,the present method becomes the Parkinson― Jandalitt One and the calculated

distribution cOnfirms this.  AIso the calculated distribution agrees fairly wen with the

experirnental results.

When Cμ  ,>o,the calculated distribution,  in spite of the asymmetry of the flow,is fairly

consistent with the experimental results over a wide range of θ.  Itis found from Fig。 4 that

the prttent calculated result agrees better with the experilnental resdts for the range of θ

between the angular locations of the lo、 vest pressure tt and the upper separation point Ru in

colnparison with the result calculated by using the Dunhanl's equation. As a 、vhole, the

degree of consistency of the calculated result with the experilnental results appears

satisfactoFy eXCept for the neighbourhood of the separation points.  The discrepancy near

the separation point is thought to be caused by the fall of the calculation accuracy there,

because the effects of the boundary layer thickness and the vorticity in the、 vake on the flow

past the cyhnder are ignored in ths theory.

On the other hand,the separation condition is described here,though about only one of the

two separation points for convenience.If the condition of“ smooth separation"by Woods4)is

applied to the flow at the separation point SII the separation velocity κr羊 0' at that point

is determined uniquely as a function of only the angles of δ and γ in the T― plane.  In this

case,the curvature of the separation streamline is finite and the pressure coefficient Cp iS

continuous at the point SI′ . The static pressure distribution curve and the value of Cpb
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calculated in this case, however, were not so consistent with the experimental results.

Ignoring the condition of“ smooth separation",the pressure distribution was re calculated for

many given values ofザて,different a little fronl each other,in Eq.(7)and the best fitted curve

、vith the measured values was chosen Thus,for the optil■ llm value ofて ,the calculated

pressure distribution was best consistent  with the experimental results,  Ho、 vever,

the pressure gradient ЭS/∂θ beCame to be infinite,the curvature Of the separation

streamline、vas also infinite,and the base pressure coefficient Cpb Was discontinuous at the

separation point SIt Here,to avoid a singldarity of the calculated pressure distribution curve

at the separation point, the calculated values of tt and Cpb at the separation point were

replaced with the experimental ones.

The same manipulation mentioned above has to be made at the other separation point r勇 1

6  COncluding remarks

An attempt was made to calculate the circumferential static pressure distribution of a

circular cylinder with tangential blowing by the modified Parkinson― Jandan's method,

extended to an asymmetrical flow.It was confirmed that the pressure distributions calculated

by using the present rnethod were better consistent、 vith the experilnental results over a wide

range of θ in comparison with the distribution calculated by using the Dunharntt equation.

However the fan Of the calculation accuracy in the neighbourhood of the separation point is

unavaidable as far as the calculation of the pressure distribution is based on the free

streamline theorem.  The present rnethod may easily be apphed to other asttmetrical flows

past bluff bodies.
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